DEFINITIONS	6l3
belong to the former, The intuitive and the sensational
to the latter, (v. Rational; Irrational). A further differen-
tiation into two classes is permitted by the preferential
movements of the libido, namely introversion and extraver-
sion (£,v.). All the basic types can belong equally well
to the one or the other class, according to the predomin-
ance of introversion or extra version in the general attitude.
A thinking type may belong either to the introverted or *
the extraverted class, and the same holds good for any
other type. The differentiation into rational and irrational
types is another point of view, and has nothing to do
with introversion and extraversion,
In two previous contributions upon the theory of
typesl I did not differentiate the thinking and feeling
from the introverted and extraverted types, but identified
the thinking type with the introverted, and the feeling
with the extraverted, But a more complete investigation
of the material has shown me that we must treat the
introversion and the extraversion types as superordinated
categories to the function types. Such a division, more-
over, entirely corresponds with experience, since, for
example, there arc, undoubtedly two sorts of feeling-types,
the attitude of one being orientated more by his feeling-
experience, the other more by the object,
56, Unconscious; The concept of the unconscious is
for me an exclusively psychological concept, and not a philo-
sophical concept in the metaphysical sense. In my view,
the unconscious is a psychological boundary-concept,
which covers all those psychic contents or processes which
are not conscious, i.e. not related to the ego in a perceptible
way. My justification for speaking of the existence of
i Jung, Contribution A V6tud$ des types psychologiques (Arch, de
P$ychok$iff> T, xvi, p, 152)
Idem, The Psychology of Unconscious Processes (Collected
and edn», p, 354)

